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We waited in line for over an hour, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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DETAIL: We waited in line for over an hour, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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VIP / Will Call Line, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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DETAIL: VIP / Will Call Line, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth	
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It was so crowded, we couldn’t move, 2017 
Collaboration with Jacob Aaron Roske 
Screenprint with mixed media 
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DETAIL: It was so crowded, we couldn’t move, 2017 
Collaboration with Jacob Aaron Roske,  
Screenprint with mixed media 
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They were putting on glitter makeup in the bathroom, 2017 
Screenprint, glitterdust, acrylic, oil, oil stick, table 
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DETAIL: They were putting on glitter makeup in the bathroom, 2017 
Screenprint, glitterdust, acrylic, oil, oil stick, table 
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DETAKL: They were putting on glitter makeup in the bathroom, 2017 
Screenprint, glitterdust, acrylic, oil, oil stick, table 
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From the bottom of my heart, 2016 Acrylic on canvas drop cloth 
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Openers: Your friend’s band 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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Middle Slot: DJ Polly Breeze 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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Headliner: The Grizzly Fantastics, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
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Terrible Marigold, 2017 
Oil and oil stick on canvas drop cloth 
